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Christmas is a time of rich traditions, which stir our hearts and imagination.
It is a reminder that we are all God’s precious children, and we must each do
our part to bring about a better world and be witnesses of the love of Jesus for
others. To most, it is a special time of year to celebrate and connect with those
closest to us. The customs and symbols of Christmas help to bring families and
friends together with our faith and respond to our modern world, as well. Let
us make the Christmas tree and manger scene reminders of the beauty and
sacredness of nature. Allow the shepherds and circumstances of Christ’s birth
remind us of the forgotten poor of our world. Finally, let Jesus, Mary, and
Joseph teach us the dignity and importance of children and families. After all,
the true meaning of Christmas is the greatest miracle of all: the birth of Jesus ~
the gift of love.
The following article from http://medjugorjelive.org helps us to remember to
step back and enjoy the beauty of the season, to keep the wonder and
excitement of Christmas alive ~ the simple pleasures and joys.
Stop, Look, And Listen: If you discover yourself becoming dulled to the joys
of the season, STOP! Slow the pace down and become still, taking time to
LOOK and LISTEN. Take a winter walk, curl up in a favorite chair or before
the fireplace. Feel the comfort of the glow of a candle, or the red of the
poinsettias. Listen with new ears to laughter and bells, and to the expression of
love found in the story of the first Christmas.
Be Willing To Be Surprised: Remember that God can come in the least likely
ways - a Holy Child born in a village stable, a brightly shining star, an angel
song in the night sky. Watch for Him to come in equally surprising ways to
you, too.
Find Ways To Anticipate Christmas: Commit yourself to perform at least one
special act of kindness for each day of Advent. Write a note, letter, card or email to someone to express your gratitude, and to tell someone you love him or
her, to forgive an old hurt, or just to count your blessings.
Free Your Childlike Spirit: Jesus held up childlikeness as a quality to be
cultivated (Mark 10:15). Children are experts at dreaming up simple things as
delights that adults don't, or have forgotten how to do. Christmas often comes
in precious moments like this, when we spontaneously show our adoration for
the Baby in the manger.
Share The Spirit Of Christmas With Someone Else: Nothing multiplies the
sense of wonder in your life like giving it away. The more you share, not just
things, but yourself, the brighter Christmas grows.
Wishing you many blessings during this beautiful Holy Season and a New Year
filled with peace, love and joy.
Merry Christmas!
Mrs. Lisa Oriti

Classroom News
Preschool
December kept us busy in preschool! The students have been busy preparing for their
Christmas Concert. We are learning familiar Christmas songs such as “Joy to the World” and
“Silent Night”. We are also learning songs about angels and bells. Our performance is sure
to make our audience feel the joy of the Christmas season. Along with practicing for our
Christmas program, we celebrated Muffins with Mom! It was an exciting morning spent with
our moms or special guests. We are thankful for all that these women do for our families and
enjoyed spending quality time together. The students are working right through the alphabet
by studying the letters Kk, Ll, and Mm. Our art projects consisted of making unique kites,
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letters and sounds by singing songs and identifying objects that begin with the letters we are
studying. Patterns, shapes, and colors have also been a focus for our preschoolers. The
patterns that we have been creating gradually get difficult by adding different attributes.
Some patterns alternate shapes while others alternate shapes and colors.

Kindergarten
The month of December is always a busy and hectic time for all of us. KA and KB children are
really trying hard to think about the real meaning of Christmas. So, during the season of
Advent, the children are trying hard to prepare their hearts to receive Jesus by doing good
deeds and saying extra prayers. The children have participated in the all-school Advent prayer
services lead by Sister Ellen. The children also enjoyed a visit from Saint Nicholas on
December 6. He gave them each a special blessing and left a candy cane for all their hard work
and effort!
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continue to grow academically. They are learning how to blend consonant sounds and short
vowel sounds into one syllable words in Phonics and are building a word wall with words they
can read. They are also busy learning how to solve addition and subtraction word problems, as
well as decompose a given number into number pairs in Math.
The KA and KB classes would like to wish you and your families a very Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year! God Bless us all.

First Grade

Second Grade

First grade is enjoying this season of Advent
as we learn, prepare and wait to celebrate the
birthday of Jesus this Christmas season! We
are learning about the season of Advent, the
Advent wreath and what Christmas is all
about. In Math this month, we are practicing
addition and subtraction strategies. In our
Superkids program, we are working on
fluency and comprehension skills as well as
nouns, verbs, blends and digraphs. In
Science, we are reviewing habitats and how
plants and animals live in those habitats. In
Social Studies, we are taking an imaginary trip
around the world learning how other countries
celebrate the holidays. In Health, we are
learning on how to stay healthy by taking care
of our bodies and eating right. We hope you
all have a wonderful Christmas and New
Years and we look forward to seeing you in
the new year to come! O Come, O Come,
Emmanuel!

Our second graders are really looking forward
to Christmas and are learning so much about
Advent. We have talked about the Advent
wreath, and how the light of the candles
signifies Christ, the Light of the world, who will
come into the world at Christmas. We have
also shared ideas about how to prepare our
hearts for Jesus by praying every day and
helping others in every way we can.
Discovering the many types of words we use
every day is a part of what we are learning in
Spelling and Phonics class. Homonyms,
synonyms and antonyms for example, can be
tricky but our second graders are doing very
well with identifying and using these words
correctly. As we continue to perfect our
printing, we are preparing for our first taste of
cursive handwriting, which we will begin
shortly after returning from Christmas break. In
Math class, we are practicing how to add 2-digit
numbers with regrouping in various ways. In
Social Studies, our students have sent out Flat
Stanley letters to family and friends and are
excited to see them return from their adventures
throughout the United States and the world!
Merry Christmas everyone!

Third Grade
This last month, our third graders have been busy discussing what they are thankful for. So
many of them are thankful for their families, friends, and God. Using what they are thankful
for, they are working on creating multiple paragraph writing pieces. They have been very
successful with this and seem to be enjoying expressing themselves through writing. They
are continuing to improve their reading skills by going back in the text to find "text
evidence" and showing that they understand what they have read. Multiplication concepts
have been introduced, and I must say that these students are impressive! They are
understand multiplication and are grasping the strategies to solve these problems. We are
looking forward to mastering the multiplication facts and understanding division. Each day,
we are seeing that God is at work here with our special third graders; they are showing
kindness to their friends, being helpful, trying their best to follow the school rules, and
working on becoming successful in their school work.
What do you call a person who is afraid of Santa Claus?

Fourth Grade
During this December, the fourth graders
have been working extra hard to prepare their
hearts for Christ's arrival! Ways we plan on
preparing are choosing kindness, praying
whenever we can, and being patient even
when others are not. We also have been
spreading joy by participating in a holiday
card exchange! Each of us created a card,
described our school, and addressed the
envelope. During the weeks before winter
break, we will be eagerly awaiting the arrival
of receiving holiday cards back. We will be
getting cards from all over the United States.
Academically, we will continue working on
division, learn about how Ohio became a
state, and read multiple stories about
Christmas. We also will continue to work on
collecting spirit banners and beads for our
class reward!

Fifth Grade
The fifth graders are continuing to make great progress this school year! They are exploring
the sacrament of the Eucharist in Religion class, while also finding new ways to celebrate the
season of Advent. We will be creating Advent kindness chains, making Jesse tree
ornaments, and performing an Advent reader’s theater to help prepare ourselves for the birth
of Jesus. In Language Arts class, students are wrapping up their novel unit Number the Stars
with a variety of character and plot analysis activities. Next will be an informational text
unit with lots of high-interest selections to explore. We are also learning more about nouns,
including singular/plural forms, possessives, and appositives, to help improve our writing
skills even further. In Science class, the students are finishing up their universe and space
unit. We will be starting our life science unit soon. The students will be learning about
ecosystems and all of the components that allow them to survive. In Math class, the fifth
graders are working on multiplying decimals and finding patterns within them. They are also
using expanded form to multiply, practicing problem solving, and multiplying money. In
Social Studies class, the students are learning about the Southwest region and are happy that
there are only five states in the region! The fifth grade is also reviewing the continents and
oceans by playing games on the Chrome Books. They just finished making totem poles like
the Northwest Native American peoples did. Next, we are starting a book about Native
American Peoples for a review of our chapter.

Sixth Grade
As sixth grade begins the month of
December, all the students wrote what they
want to do to prepare for Advent on candles
and colored them to decorate the hallway.
In Science class, they are finishing up their
matter unit. In December they are also
focusing a lot of class time on their science
fair projects. The students are going
through the scientific method process with
a project on roller coasters. In Language
Arts/Reading class, they are continuing to
develop their researching skills. The
students have been learning how to create
and organize an outline, along with ways to
verify and cite sources. They are enjoying
discovering new facts about roller coasters
for their science fair projects. They are also
beginning to explore a variety of nonfiction
text forms through print, online, and video
sources. In Math class, they are identifying,
comparing, and finding equivalent ratios.
They are also finding and using unit rates
and reading graphs. In Social Studies class,
they just finished creating their Ancient
Egyptian time lines as a review of that
chapter. Next they will start discovering
and learning about Ancient Kush.

Seventh Grade
The seventh grade has continued to work hard
leading up to the winter holidays. As we
celebrate the season of Advent students are
learning about the Infancy Narratives and the
Jesse Tree in Religion class. The seventh
graders also are participating in school wide
activities such as the lighting of the Advent
wreath candles each Monday morning, and
adding a piece of straw to Jesus’ manger in the
school’s main hall for each good deed they do
for others. In Science, students have been
studying the relationships between the earth,
moon, and sun. They are currently exploring
the phases of the moon, before moving on to
tides and eclipses. In Math, seventh grade is
finishing up writing algebraic expressions
from verbal expressions and graphing
inequalities. Soon they will be working on
direct variation. In Language Arts, both the
seventh and eighth grade students have been
learning about the life and work of Margaret
Fuller, especially her advocacy for the rights
of women. Students are also in the process of
reading and discussing Margaret's poem "A
Maiden Sat Beneath a Tree" and sections of
"Meditations." Please see the eighth grade
article for more details. In Social Studies,
students are becoming acquainted with
AlphaJump! The AlphaJump! program teaches
students how to come up with a business idea,
prepare a business plan, and then present their
idea to a panel of judges. As part of a joint
middle school initiative, each student will
come up with their own business idea to
present at a school “Shark Tank” competition.
More details to follow soon!

Eighth Grade
In Science class, the eighth grade recently completed their exploration of fossils. They studied
how various types of fossils are formed and what scientists can learn from examining each
type. Students also learned how scientists can determine the age of fossils and how the Earth's
history has been broken into different units with the geologic time scale. Currently the eighth
grade is learning about the Charles Darwin's theory of natural selection. Students in seventh
and eighth grade Language Arts classes have researched the life of Margaret Fuller and have
discussed some of her philosophy especially as an advocate for the rights of women. They are
reading some of her quotes from, "Woman in the Nineteenth Century" and are in the process
of discussing their significance to us today, as well as illustrating these quotes. This is a group
activity. Today, when Margaret visited, she answered questions and had a great discussion
using Mrs. Przybojewski's coloring book on Thoreau "Born in the Nick of Time." Students
especially related when they learned that she did not accept Henry's works for publication the
first time around but told him he needed to revise his work. They are all too familiar with that
from Mrs. Przybojewski. Students are also in the process of reading and discussing Margaret's
poem, "A Maiden Sat Beneath a Tree" and sections of "Meditations." She is a wonderful
example of an independent thinker and a woman of firsts. In fact, the students identify her as
Superwoman and are creating illustrations of Margaret as a Superhero! Both seventh and
eighth grade students are creating their own illustrations of her as a superhero. In Math class,
the eighth grade class is finishing up their section on solving systems of linear equations using
both the substitution and elimination methods. We have started to compare and contrast linear
functions with quadratic functions. We will begin to look at the financial math that will work
with the project used in the other classes. In Social Studies, the eighth grade has been
working on Shark Tank. Soon they will be looking at Christmas around the world. In
Religion, students have been silent in the morning arrival and write in their Religion journals
before school begins. We wish everyone a very blessed Christmas and New Year.

Faith Corner
How is Christ a part of your Christmas? Will you attend church services as a family? Perhaps
you will gather the family together and read the Christmas story together. Some families will
volunteer to serve dinner at a shelter. Others will help their children select and deliver a gift
for someone who might not get one otherwise. Do you have a manger scene set up in your
home somewhere? Some families wait until Christmas Eve to place the Baby in the manger,
and sing Silent Night. However you and your loved ones celebrate, remember that Christmas
is all about God coming to us and being among us. God is with us always!

Art
Ms. Check
December is underway in the art room! Our Pre-K students have been working on
homemade Christmas gifts for their parents. The kindergarten is making angels, while the
first grade is hard at work on their cut paper manger scenes. Our second grade has been
drawing dramatic night scenes of the birth of Christ with oil pastels, while our artists in the
third grade are learning the art of cutting snowflakes. The fourth graders drew the three
kings following the Star of Bethlehem. Fifth grade examined Madonna and Child by
Leonardo DaVinci. Now, they are finishing drawing their own stylized versions of Mary with
the baby Jesus. Abstract Expressionistic works of art by Franz Marc are the topic of study in
the sixth grade. Our seventh grade is in the process of making papier mache sculptures, and
our eighth graders studied the art of collage and are now creating their own collages.
Please take a look at our online art gallery at artsonia.com. As students complete works of
art, pictures are taken of it and put online where you can view it and share it with family and
friends, who love to see what our students are doing. Be sure to check out our talented
artists’ work!

Music
Sr. Ellen Beebe
Congratulations to the sixth, seventh and eighth graders for sharing their talents in the Christmas
program! The choir and grades six and seven presented some traditional carols and some funny
Christmas songs, while the eighth grade did an amazing job acting in Santa’s Holiday Playlist.
When those eighth graders move on to high school, hopefully they will all sign up for music and
drama club! Since the third, fourth and fifth graders finished their program in November, they
have been enjoying new dances, new songs, and even playing Boomwhackers. (Ask them about
that!) They are also learning about notes on the music staff, and the fourth graders will soon play
recorders for the very first time.
Grades one, two, and kindergarten are beginning to learn songs for their May performance. Save
the date – May 3 will be very special! These early childhood students are all experts at clapping
the rhythms of words and identifying music notes to illustrate those rhythms. Students in Pre-K
are practicing for their very own Christmas program. You would not believe how much they love
to play with jingling bells! May your Christmas be filled with your favorite music!

Spanish
Senora Emping
We have been very busy learning how other countries celebrate the holidays and the devotion
these people demonstrate in their faith and traditions. We learned several songs, poems,
prayers and dances to enhance the meaning of these festivities. It was interesting to know
about a Mexican tradition called, "Las posadas" (processions that reenact Mary and Joseph's
search for lodging in Bethlehem), and "El dia de los Reyes Magos" (January 6), The Three
Kings' Day is a very important holiday for the Spanish people and we learned beautiful facts
about this. Seventh and eighth graders enjoyed the story of the Lady of Guadalupe. It is a
true story of how the Blessed Mother chose a hero, Juan Diego, for a key role in a beautiful
miracle that would unite diverse people and change the course of history. In the basilica for
our Lady of Guadalupe in Mexico City, the miracle of the tilma of Juan Diego may still be
seen just as it was seen by the bishop in 1531.
The winner of the holiday basket was Milan Smith. Congratulations!

Computer
Mrs. Young
Kindergarten and first grades are practicing matching uppercase and lowercase lettering,
reading along with a book on the computer, jumping keys in letter recognition, and continuing
to develop, drag, and drop skills as we use applications. Second and third graders are learning
the locating of each key. The keyboard challenge has the student place the correct key in the
correct position on the keyboard. Students are also practicing sight words, nouns and verbs, and
latitude and longitude coordinates using the Chromebook software. Fourth graders are getting
very comfortable with submitting documents through Google Classroom. We will be learning
about linking documents in the next assignment, along with commenting on peer work through
the Google Drive. Fifth graders have finished their emaze projects, written their document
paragraph reflection on the Natural History Museum, and are now recording their recap and
response through Flipgrid. Thank you fifth grade teachers!
The sixth graders have finished their Emaze project reflecting on their day at St. Benedict
School. Each child can access their Emaze account to show parents at home. Students are
finishing up a slide show in Google Slides on the subject of gratitude. They will be starting a
storyboard document for the book they will write. They will be working on developing story
characters, and artwork to go in the book. When complete, the parents will have an opportunity
to purchase the child's book. Seventh graders are submitting the first slides with their
embedded voice audio. Eighth graders have turned in their website on natural disasters. In the
upcoming assignment, we will be reviewing virtual tours online and sharing a commentary
comparing three different tours for educational purposes.

Thoreau Bicentennial
Sauntering Year Two with Henry David Thoreau
St. Benedict Catholic School administration, faculty, and students extend their gratefulness to
Mark Gallagher for donating a Ricketson1898 bust of Henry David Thoreau for the school
trophy case given in appreciation for my school's celebration of the Thoreau Bicentennial and
continuance of Thoreau studies across grade levels and disciplines. A formal presentation of the
bust was held in the school gym with the student body before the celebration of our
Thanksgiving feast. Henry David Thoreau received the bust from Mrs. Oriti, principal, after she
read Mr. Gallagher's letter. Henry then placed the bust along with the letter in the school trophy
case, which designates him as the resident author of the school. Henry then partook in a great
Thanksgiving feast with all the students, who were very happy to see him and greeted him with
many hugs and smiles.

Student Council
This month, student council had a toy drive for the Blessing House and Malachi Center.
Thank you for your generous donations!!
Our student council representatives are also planning a Christmas Scavenger Hunt later this
month before we go on Christmas break!

These fourth graders
enjoyed making pillows
during Craft Club!

vx
STREAM

Mrs. Chandler
Students have been busy in the STREAM program this past month! Kindergartners and first
graders have been working hard as engineers. They designed and built their own MiniMayflower ships using recycled materials. Kindergarten students used wind power to move
their ships across the water. First grade students tested out the strength of their ship by
estimating and then measuring the number of supplies their ships could hold before sinking.
Both kindergarten and first grade got into the holiday spirit before break using popsicle sticks
and play dough to design a shelf to hold their Christmas elf!
Fourth grade students are wrapping up their maze projects. Students broke into teams and
designed their own RC cars using Lego bricks. Students then worked together to maneuver their
vehicles through a large maze on our classroom floor. Fifth grade students have been learning
about magnetism and have completed several labs to learn about the behavior of magnets. Sixth
grade was introduced to a new unit that they will be exploring over the course of the next few
weeks. Students are taking on the role of a product design team. They will be working for our
company, “STREAM Fun” where they will be designing activity kits for children that promote
learning about Science, Technology, Engineering and Math.
Seventh and eighth grade students have been working on building tiny houses. Students used a
blueprint to create a layout of the space. They were required to include a kitchen, study, dining
and living room space within the tiny area. We will continue this unit by studying circuits and
adding an electrical component to our tiny house models.
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